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Parallel Axis Gear Grinding:
Theory & Application
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Introduction
The goal of gear drive

design is to tran mil power

and motion with constant

angular velocity. Current
trend in gear drive design

require greater load carrying

capacity and increased ser-
vice life in smaller, quieter,

more efficient gearboxes.
Generally, these goals are mel
by specifying more accurate
gears. This, combined with
the availability of u er-friend-
Iy CNC gear g.rinding eqwp-
ment, has increased the u e of
ground gears.

Some of the first gear

grinding machine were man-

ufacturred between 1'910 and
1920. by both American and
European machine builders.

Improvements in machine
design followed, so that by the
late 1930 ,extremely accurate
gears were being ground. The
,equipment in use at that time

nd for many years after.
required operators having a

very high level of kills.
While the same basic prin-

ciple have been in use for
gear grllndjng for many years,

recent developments in CNC
machine employing digital
drives and sophisticated oft-

IRog,erBurdick

ware have ignificantly i spacing), and index (cumula-

changed the nature of the j', tive spacing). Milnimizing
equipment u cd. spacing errors provides better

Adv ntsges ! load haring between teeth,
- I

of Ground Gears I resulting in greater bending
For many applications 1 fatigue resistance and lower

. I

where gem transmit power at j noise.

low speeds, or where loads are Ii Gear 'Grinding Methods
low and. positional accnracy is ! There are two basic meth-
not an lis_ue, haped" hobbed, ! ods of gear grinding-efermed
or haved gears will be ade- ! wheel grinding and, generating
quate to meet the de ign i grinding.
requirements. As operating I F,armed Wheel Gnn.ding.
conditions become more l This method may be em-
demanding, gears of higher i ployed to finish either SpUT or

quality levels will be specified. i helical. gears (see Figure I ) ..If
!

Hardened gears have! helical gears are to be ground.
I

increased strength and wear I the machine will have a pro-
resistance. making it possible i vision for setting the grinding
to reduce the size of 'the gears i wheel spindle to the helix

I
while increasing the load car- i angle of the gear and will be
rying capacity. This offer i equipped to impart a ligbt
benefits in bolb economy and ! rotary motion to the gear as it
efficiency. Grinding is gener- I is ground. The grinding wheel

ally the preferred finiShing,' is accurately dressed to the
method for na:rdenedgeLrs, shape of the gear tooth space,
particularly those which may ! the part. is reciprocated axial-

have ignificant distortion due Iy past the wheel, and a the

Fig'. 1-Gear tooth form develop-
lmont by fonned wheellgrinding.

[0 heat treatment, gear is ground, .iti indexed to

Gears manufactured from leach tooth space. With appro-

diffic\l[t-to.m~chine materials, I priate ~uip'mel1t. fO,nned
such as high-temperature ] wheel gnndmg machinery
alloys: are rrequ~n~IY ground'i can be used to grind internal i
abrasive machining of len 'I gears. AI 0, formed wheel !
proving ~O be more eeonomi- grinding may allow the use of !
cal than .finisliing by haping I small diameter wheels to I
or bobbing. ~nsome cases, the I grind gears lhn.t are . located I
gears or splines are gr und \ near shouldersor other fca- \

from soli~.... I lures that preclude the use of I Roger Burdlick
In addition .10 having accu- ! larger Sl8Dd.ard wh~els: I MJ:betn !r!w)il'(·d in gear

rate lead a~d Involule profile. I ,G..ene~a~ng .Grmdmg. [11 I· mlJlluJac/!lr!ng for 30 yean.
good quality ground gears the generating method of gear Ht is oprojec! engineerfor

Aero Gear Inc. (Wmdror. cn
have excellent tooth spacing: grinding, the hape of the gear I and is (J member oflile AGMA.
'both pitch (tooth-to-tooth tooth is the result of the com- ! Aerospaee Gearing Committee.
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The Crown Power Train with Us remarkable experience in gears
production has developed a CNC gear inspection machine lOr:
• quick, easy and affordable service
• Check cylindrical gears in lead, pitch and involute' profile
• Module between O.5mm and 16.00mm (1.6 to 50D?)
• Outside diameter between 10.00mm and 420.00mm (.4" to 16.5")
PAICE: $ 120,OOO.OO-FOBCrown included three days of training

Request information:
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Fax: +39'0307'059035
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crown'@crowll'.it
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bined movements of the work
piece and the grinding wheel,
which is usually dressed to the

shape of a rack tooth. Generat-
ing grinding is done by one of
the following systems:
• Continuous generating gear
grinding is done on a machine
using a grinding wheel with a
threaded rack tooth form simi-
lar to a worm (see Figure 2).
The gear rotates continuously
as it moves axially past the
grinding wheel, which is fed
in at the end, of each stroke.
The mechanics of the opera-
tion are analogous to hobbing,
• Single index generating
involves grinding with a dou-
ble-tapered wheel, which is
dressed to the shape of a rack
tooth (see Figure 3). The
wheel is reciprocated as one
tooth space is ground, while
the work table feeds back and
forth slowly at right angles to
the gear's helix angle .. After
one tooth space is ground,the
work indexes, the next space is
ground, etc. Very large gears
are usually ground using this
method.
Gear Grinding Technology

G.rinding Wheels. Regard-
less of the type of machinery
used, selection of the appro-
priate grinding wheel is of
utmost importance. Wheels
are ei.theralumin:um oxide,
ceramic (seeded gel), or cubic
boron nitride (CBN). In addi-
tion to abrasive type, the grit
size, wheel hardness and
structure must be selected to
produce an acceptable tooth
form andi surface finish with-
out burning.

Traditionally, gear grinding
has been done using alu-
minum oxide wheels; they are
readily available in a variety
of grades and sizes, and are
easily dressed, In recent years,
it bas become more common

IFig.3-Gear tooth fOIRII develop-
Iment by single-index. ,generating.

to use ceramic wheels.
Though they are somewhat
more difficult to dress,their
structure makes it possible to
dress much less frequently.
CBN wheels are either plated
or dressable, with the plated
wheels being much more com-
monly used, Disadvantages of
CBN wheels are cost, particu-
larly in situations where part
volume is low, and the lead
time required for wheel manu-
facturing.

Grinding wheel balancing
is critical, particularly for larg-
er size wheels, The wheels
may be balanced ona dynam-
ic balancing machine before
mounting on the gear grinder.
Alternatively, some grinders
are equipped with automatic
balancing equipment that
maintains the balance of the
wheel as it is in use.

Wheel Dressing. For many
years, wheel dressing on any
type of gear grinder was done
using mechanical dressers
equipped with single-point
diamonds. Diamond tool set-
ting was critical and diamond
wear had to be very carefully
monitored. Selecting the prop-
er diamond traverse speed was

http://hnp:/twww.crown.it
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crucial. to produce the requited ! of various types are used to

-""'1 I
surface finish. Successful l keep the grinding wheel. clean
wheel dressing was dependent i and free-cutting and to pre-
upon the skill. and experience I vent localized overheating or
of the machine operator. i burning of the work:, particu-
Currently available machinery I larly on carburized and hard-
is equipped with CNC dress- ened gears. Carburizedgears
tog equipment, designed to 1iorcrilicaJ applications are
use rotary diamond dressing generally inspected after
rolls with either plated or grinding by nita] etching to
hand-set diamonds. These reveal burning.
combine the advantages of ! Gear grinding is most often
longer Iife with greate.f accu- I! done using petroleum-based
racy ..Wheel dr1:ssing parame- oils. As grinding wheel speeds
ters have to be carefully devel- I have increased, particularly in
oped to give both the gear ! applications where CBN
too~ form and su-rot"ace~nish II wheels are employed, current
required. Software IS available trends are 'toward the use of
not. onIy. for involute ge~ and I less ~iscol.lS 'oils. This reduces
splines, but. also CO:I" nOD-LnVO- I foaming and allows the use of
lute forms. refrigeration units to chill the

Tooling~ ~l1e very i.m~r- I oil. maintaining a constant
tant element In geargn..nding i temperature 10 reduce thermal
is the world!oldlinig tooling I e~pansioD of both th~ work
used. No matter how accurate prece and the machine, In

some cases, special oils have
been developed specifically for
gear grinding. For some appli-
cations. grinding may be done
using water-based ,grinding
fluids. Fluid maintenance lias
also become much more criti-

I cal, generally using textile orI paper filter media to removeIr------------. I abrasive and metallic fines
I from the fluid to help produce
i better surface finishes.I One of the things that
1 requires operator attention is
I the correct placement of the
i gri..nding fluid supply lines. It

is advantageous to have them
placed as close as possible to
the grinding wheel, positioned
so that the rotation of the
wheel will tend to carry the
fluid into the grinding zone.
As the wheel is dressed. it is
necessary tooccasionaUy

I repositionlhe nozzles.
A frequent source 'of envi-

!I ronmental concern has been
the airborne oil mist caused by

,1....... --' : o:ilbeing thrown from the

the grinding machine is, or
how carefully tI1.e parts are
processed. if the workholdillg
or driving tooling is, not prop-
erly designed, built and main-
tained, it will be impossible ta
consistently grind parts lathe
quality levels required,

Orinding Fluids. Coolants

GEAIR GRI,NDING
I liS MOST IOFTIENDIONE

USING Ipm.OLEUM~
BAS!ED OILS.

AS GRINDING
WIHEIELSPEEDS

IHAVEINCREASED.
PARiTICULARLY IN

AP,PUCATIONS WHERE
C'BN WH,EElLS,A_HE

EMPLOYED. CURRENT
TIRENDS AR.E.TOWARD

TIHE. USE DF IlJESS
V1SCOUS lOlLS.

IRackO
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-/NoUSffiiESI"IC 1-631-567-1000 ·IFax: 1-631-567-1'355
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Fig'.~Unmodifledspur or helical tooth fo~m,

Fig.5--Spur or helical tooth with lead modification.

Fig.6--Spur or helical tooth,with .involutemodification.

,Fig,7-Spuror helicall tooth with both lead and involute modification.

Fig.~elical'ooth with generated engagement relief modification.
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grinding wheel at operating
speeds. Machines now being
built generally utilize an
enclosure that helps contain
the rrust,combined with a re-
circulating air filtration unit,

Electronic Stock Div.iding.
One of the features of many
recently-built gear grinders is
automated equipment for
locating the center of the tooth
space before the grinding
operation begins. This may be
done by probing the tooth
faces on one or more teeth, or
by using a proximity detector.
Accurate stock dividing
allows equal stock to be
removed from both flanks of
the teeth .. This is particularly
useful in grinding carburized
and hardened gears, where
case depth is an important
requirement. Some machine
manufacturers have taken this
a step further by identifying
the widest space and dividing
the stock at that point.

On-Machine Inspection.
Another recent development
is on-machine gear element
inspection after grinding,
sometimes including the
capability of generating
machine corrections automat-
ically. Inspection is accom-
plished while the part is still
mounted in the machine,
using a probing system simi-
lar to a CMM with appropri-
ate software ..This is a partic-
ular advantage on larger
workpieces, where work
piece handling and fixturing
are time consuming.

Gear Tooth Modificati.on
Traditionally. gear tooth

modifications on either spur or
helical gears have been limited
to involute modifications,
removing a small amount of
material at the tip and/or at the
form diameter to compensate
for tooth deflections under

load, thereby providing more
gradual tooth engagement (see
Figure 6).. This may some-
times be combined with a
slight aDl .ount of lead modifi-
cation (or crown), removing
material at each end of the
tooth race, to assure that the
forces on the teeth are not con-
centrated at the ends of the
teeth (see Figures 5 and 7).
The negative effects of these
strategies are that loads are
distributed over smal1er areas
of the tooth surface, thereby
increasing the contact stresses
and the chance of surface
fatigue failures.

Machines are currently
available that allow topologi-
cal grinding, thereby modify-
ing the tooth flank profile on
helical gears to allow gradual
engagement and disengage-
ment of each tooth pair, reduc-
ing noise and: vibration and
making possible smaller, more
compact gearboxes. However,
conventional profile and lead

ANOTHER RECENT
DEVELOPMENT IS

ON-MACHINE GEAR
ElEMENT INSPECTION

AFTER GRINDING,
SOMETIMES

INCLUDING THE
CAPABILITY OF

GENERATING MACHINE
CORRECTIONS

AUTOMATICAllY.
INSP'ECTION IS

ACCOMPLISHED WHILE
THE PART IS STILL
MOUNTED I'N THE

MACHINE,
USING A PROBING
SYSTEM SIMilAR
TO A CMM WITH

APPROPRIATE
SOfTWARE.
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modification are tilllJJe only I
choice for spur gearing. as ;
toatII engagement. occurs!
along the entire face width j
imuLtaneollsly. l

The tooth, engagement I
dynamic of lieIi.cal gears are
different. Initial contact OCCIIJ'S

at the upper comer of each
tooth, and the line of contact is
diagonal to the looth face.
Therefore. it would be appro-
priate to intJoouce a modifica-
tion that offers relief atthe ini-
tial point of contact and runs
parallel to the line of contaet
on the tooth (see Figure 8). At
the American Gear Man IIfact-
urers As eciation 1996 Fall
Technical Meeting. W. IGess
and S. Price of Hofler
Maschi.nenbau pre ented a
paper entitled, "Noise Reduct-
ion Through Generated En-
gagement Relief Modifi-
cations." Hofler i .a German
builder of gear grinding
machinery, Recent advances
in machines and contro\s, have
made possible the grinding of
helical gears wi.11l this on of
tooth modification on single
index. generati:ng-type mach:i:IIIes.
By allowing additional mater-
ial to be removed from we
tooth only at the points of
engagement and disengage-
ment, a larger tooth flank area
is maintained and Hertzian
contact tre i minimized. Wt
is reponed liIat helicalgears
modified in this manner have
les . measured vilbrati.on th.an
unmodified gear, allowing
designs thatrequire Ie vol-
ume and weight. The re ults of
research on the advantages of
modified helical gears was
presented by the [ate Dr. Eng,
Kiyobiko Umezawa a! the
AGMA's, 1998 Fall Technical
Meeting in a. paper entitled.
"Low Vibration Design on a
Helical Gear .Pair" (see Oear

Technology, lanIFeb 20(0).
Topograpblc in pection equip-
ment is available (0 monitor
'the engagement relief modifi-
cation that is produced.

Conclusion
Gear grinding equipment

bas been available for over
eighty yeaJ's, providing a
means of finJshing high qual-
ity gears. Gear grinding may
provide sub tamial savings in
gear finishing costs. The
machine that are currently
available have feamres that
reduce reliance on operator
experience and skill while
economically and consistent-
ly producing high quality
gears in a way never before
po sible, 0
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Austempered Duc1i1eIron I(ADI) _
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benefits:

• cast 'to nearer net
sbape and reduced
mar hirling cost

• Lighter weight
• Lower overall cost.
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